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Abstract—Industry 4.0 connectivity requires ensuring end-to-
end (E2E) security for industrial data exchange. This requirement
is critical when users external to the OT network retrieve data.
CP-ABE guarantees E2E security by encrypting data according
to a policy. To use this encryption scheme in dynamic environ-
ments, such as manufacturing, the policy must be updatable.
This paper proposes a Multi-Layered Policy Key Encapsulation
Method for CP-ABE that allows flexible policy update and
revocation without modifying the original CP-ABE scheme.

Index Terms—Industry 4.0, IIoT, E2E Security, hybrid encryp-
tion, CP-ABE, policy update

I. INTRODUCTION

Adoption of IT in Industry 4.0 introduces security risks
in the manufacturing environment, as it connects the OT
network to the outside world. A common practice to protect
this network is to separate it from the IT network using
a Demilitarised Zone (DMZ), restricting data exchange to
this channel. Meanwhile, sensitive information is secured by
protecting the communication channel using security protocols
such as TLS or DTLS.

However, TLS and DTLS work at the transport layer, so they
do not protect the messages over multiple connections. This
compromises confidentiality in decentralised systems. Security
solutions must therefore provide strict End-to-End (E2E) se-
curity and ensure that the intermediaries in the communication
path cannot read such messages. In addition, as the DMZ
is considered an insecure area, data also has to be protected
during storage. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
(CP-ABE), first proposed by Bethencourt et al. [1] and later
improved by Waters [2], is a promising approach for Industry
4.0 scenarios.

Figure 1 illustrates how CP-ABE encrypts data under a
policy defined with attributes, giving Data Owners (DOs)
control over who can retrieve the plaintext. Users are given
secret keys (SKs) related to the attributes they own, and can
only decrypt data if they match the policy. CP-ABE also
allows DOs to encrypt information once and share it with
various users, in contrast to PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
solutions. Furthermore, CP-ABE requires no key exchange,
saving bandwidth and preventing key theft. This, combined
with the fact that middleboxes cannot get a SK, results in
E2E security.

However, CP-ABE schemes are computationally heavy.
This limits the implementation of CP-ABE in manufactur-
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Fig. 1. CP-ABE. The user’s attributes fulfil the policy and decrypts data.

ing scenarios, which favour lightweight schemes. Therefore,
we use the CP-ABE Key Encapsulation Method (CP-AB-
KEM) [3]. CP-AB-KEM uses CP-ABE to produce symmetric
keys associated with attributes, which can then be applied
in symmetric ciphers such as AES-GCM. This combination,
which will be explained in Section III, makes cryptographic
operations lighter and avoids key negotiation.

II. CP-ABE IN INDUSTRY

Encryption has been considered a threat to industrial avail-
ability [4], but Industry 4.0 can no longer neglect it. As
introduced in Section I, this paper outlines the scenario in
which users retrieve information generated in the OT network.
To ensure E2E security, encryption is performed by the DOs,
i.e., the field devices. They send the ciphertexts to be stored
in the DMZ, delete the original plaintext, and no further
interaction with them should be necessary.

To apply CP-ABE in Industry 4.0 schemes, we must
define security goals compliant with industrial requirements
and create a solution that accounts for industrial limitations.
The mentioned combination of CP-AB-KEM and AES-GCM
makes CP-ABE lighter, which favours its industrial use. The
ETSI has defined some industrial ABE requirements in [5].
Among these, we have chosen those that apply to our scenario.
Table I shows a summary with an indication of whether CP-
AB-KEM with AES-GCM fulfils them on its own.

As Table I presents, the unmet specifications are related
to policies and attributes. Although both attribute and policy
management have a direct effect on the encryption algorithm,
policy update and revocation are crucial for the sustainability
of the stored industrial data. Due to the lifespan of manufac-
turing systems, policies related to encrypted data will vary. For
instance, companies create new departments or disclose former
confidential information. We believe that CP-AB-KEM can
advance the inclusion of encryption in industrial environments,
but these drawbacks must also be considered when designing



the security system. To this end, Section III explains how the
combination of CP-ABE and AES-GCM work, and Section
IV analyses our proposal for policy update.

TABLE I
COMPLIANCE WITH HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS DEFINED IN [5].

Required Fulfilled by
CP-AB-KEM
+ AES-GCM

Attribute update and expiration. No
Policy update and expiration. No
Addition of new policies to ciphertexts. No
Non-identity based access control policies. Yes
Time-based access control. Yesa

Position-based access control. Yesb

Role-based access control. Yesb

Attribute based access control. Yes
Emergency access control. Yesb

Attribute management. No
Integrity protection. Yes
a Possible but very complex. b Added as an attribute.

III. CP-AB-KEM SYMMETRIC KEY GENERATION

CP-AB-KEM, by itself, only has Chosen Plaintext Attack
(CPA) security [6]. It implies that attackers cannot recover the
encryption key despite having encrypted a known plaintext and
comparing the result with others produced with the same key.
However, this type of security only protects against passive
attackers. To be protected against active attackers, we need
Chosen Ciphertext Attack (CCA) Security [7]. CCA security
is the standard security notion for CP-AB-KEM and CP-ABE
schemes. For KEM it means that attackers cannot get the keys
even if they capture their encapsulation. And for CP-ABE, it
means that even if attackers choose a ciphertext and compare
it with its plaintext, they cannot discover the encryption key.
In this context, the ETSI presents a CCA Secure CP-ABE [6]
defined by four modules. The following subsections explain
more about the encryption and decryption schemes.

A. Encryption

The ETSI requires a CPA-Secure CP-AB-KEM scheme like
[2] or [8]. Over it they build three modules with security prop-
erties. If desired, the modules can be replaced by others with
similar capabilities. Figure 2 shows the module construction.
AP stands for Access Policy, M for message, and MPK for
Master Public Key. The CPA secure CP-AB-KEM scheme is
used unmodified as a black box and not defined.

1) CCA Secure CP-ABE. It requires a CCA-Secure CP-
AB-KEM scheme to generate a symmetric key (KAE)
and its encapsulation (CABE). KAE is used in ciphers
like AES-GCM. It returns the encrypted M in CAE and
the encrypted key in CABE .

2) CCA Secure CP-AB-KEM. This module uses a CPA-
Secure CP-ABE scheme to encrypt a randomly gener-
ated KAE and outputting it in CABE . For CCA security,
it uses a modified version of the Fujisaki-Okamoto
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Fig. 2. ETSI’s CCA Secure CP-ABE encryption modules.

transformation [7] that includes the AP in the Hash that
generates R. It returns both KAE and CABE .

3) CPA Secure CP-ABE. It calls a CPA Secure CP-AB-
KEM scheme to generate a key (KABE) and its encap-
sulation (CK) according to an AP and a random number
R. KABE is used to generate a rnum of the same size as
M . M is encrypted using a one-time pad and resulting
in CD. The algorithm returns both CK and CD.

4) A CPA Secure CP-AB-KEM. Any CPA secure scheme
capable of generating a KABE and CK using a random
number R, an AP and a MPK can be used here.

B. Decryption

Along with encryption, the ETSI also defines the decryption
modules presented in Figure 3. These modules are equivalent
to those of Section III-A and have identical properties.
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Fig. 3. ETSI’s CCA Secure CP-ABE decryption with AES-GCM.

The decryption sequence is straightforward, the only dif-
ference being the CCA Secure CP-AB-KEM decapsulation. If
this module is implemented as it is, it requires re-encrypting



the recovered M = (KAE ||r) and comparing the resulting
C ′ABE with the original CABE . If they are not equal, the
recovered KAE is incorrect, and the algorithm returns an error.

IV. MULTI-LAYERED POLICY KEM
CP-AB-KEM generates keys according to a policy, so every

time the policy is redefined, the key changes. Thus, once keys
are created, policy updates imply a reencryption, which is a
computationally heavy operation. Sometimes it even implies
adapting the original ABE encryption algorithm or requesting
the DO to generate a delegation key, so a semitrusted third
party can reencrypt the ciphertext. Therefore, this method does
not fulfil the goal of ensuring E2E security, while also having
a flexible policy update and revocation mechanism with a
reduced number of interactions with DOs.

With the above goal in mind, in this section, we propose a
multi-layered policy update and revocation scheme for CP-
AB-KEM. This scheme structures the policies in multiple
layers, where the outer layers comprise the most dynamic
policies and the inner layers contain the more stable ones.
With this approach, whenever a policy changes, rather than
reencrypting the whole ciphertext, we only have to change a
specific layer. Thus, this scheme only updates the symmetric
key encapsulation, not the key itself. Hence, a full ciphertext
reencryption is no longer necessary, and DOs do not need
to create a delegation key or update the encryption policy
themselves.

A. Encryption
In our proposed Multi-Layered KEM for CP-ABE, AP

is still used to encrypt KAE and r. Therefore, the policy
update does not affect AES-GCM and we only have to
modify the CCA Secure CP-AB-KEM encapsulation scheme.
However, AP is now constituted by different layers, so the
security scheme has to perform an iterative CPA Secure CP-
ABE encryption. And since the nonce R is connected to the
AP , it needs to be generated anew for every iteration. The
resulting CCA Secure CP-AB-KEM encapsulation security
scheme is shown in Figure 4. The innermost encryption layer
is constructed following the ETSI security scheme. The next
encryption layers are created by generating a new R according
to the new AP and by encrypting the previous C ′ABEi using
the CPA Secure CP-ABE Scheme. During encryption, the
higher the value of i, the more external the encryption layer
is. When all the AP layers are completed, the scheme outputs
CABE , containing all the encryption layers.
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Fig. 4. Multi-Layered CP-AB-KEM encapsulation.

B. Decryption

Figure 5 shows the multi-layered decryption scheme. As
with encryption, changes occur in the CCA Secure CP-AB-
KEM decapsulation scheme, which uses the security schemes
below as a black box. Because several layers compose the
final key encapsulation, the decryption of the outermost ones
returns another ciphertext. Finally, the innermost layer contains
M ′ = (KAE ||r). Only this last layer is checked, comparing
the last C ′APi with the result of reencrypting M ′. Like in the
ETSI scheme, if both ciphertexts are the same, the scheme
outputs KAE . If not, it returns an error and users do not get
the original plaintext.
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Fig. 5. Multi-Layered CP-AB-KEM Decapsulation.

V. RESULTS

The iterative encryption of the Multi-Layered CP-AB-KEM
increases the final CP-ABE ciphertext size. Since ciphertexts
are stored, generating excessively large ciphertexts is a prob-
lem. Limiting the growth is essential to achieve a feasible
solution for IIoT environments.

To accomplish E2E security in an industrial setting, DOs
apply a first encryption layer, defined with a policy that is not
expected to change. They send the result to the DMZ, where it
is reencrypted using the new encapsulation method introduced
in Section IV-A. To speed up update and revocation, policies
more prone to variation must be placed in the outermost
layer. Thus, the final ciphertext has two parts. The first one
generated by the DO, and the second one composed of the
encryption layers computed by the DMZ. Since the DO-
generated ciphertext follows the ETSI scheme, this section
focuses on the analysis of our proposal.

The used library is OpenABE [9]. It implements the ETSI
CCA Secure CP-ABE and uses NIST-approved industry-
standard cryptographic functions. We have run the tests in an
Ubuntu Virtual Machine with an allocated RAM of 4GB, a
plaintext of 18 kBytes and using AES-256-GCM.

Figure 6 compares the ciphertext size of Multi-Layered
CP-ABE with an Iterative application of the ETSI scheme.
As it can be observed, applying the policy layers to AES
key encryption and using AES-GCM only once prevents
exponential ciphertext growth. Compared with Iterative CP-
ABE, with four layers, the ciphertext size reduction is almost
52% and with five the reduction is 61%.

To further study the relationship between layers and bytes
added to the ciphertext, we analyse the ciphertext size evolu-
tion for a fixed number of layers (Figure 7). It shows a case
where a total of 16 attributes are divided into four layers.
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This combination yields a 31.8 kBytes ciphertext, which is
approximately 18% bigger than the one generated by the ETSI
scheme (27 kBytes). In contrast, in the case of having 15
attributes distributed over five layers, the generated ciphertext
is approximately 33 kBytes (Figure 6) which is 22% larger
than that of the ETSI scheme. In other words, if we would
like to use a six-attribute policy, having two layers with three
attributes is more efficient than having three layers with two.
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Finally, as revealed by Figure 8, since the added operations
to Multi-Layered CP-ABE only affect the symmetric key
encryption, encryption times are quite similar to the ETSI
scheme. In the case of decryption, Multi-Layered CP-ABE is
faster than the ETSI scheme when the number of layers grows.
This is because our proposal only validates the innermost layer,
which is less complex than the ETSI case, making it faster.
Finally, the time improvement of Multi-Layered CP-ABE over
the iterative CP-ABE is clear, with decryption being almost
61% faster for the case of three layers.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The goal of this paper is to create a CP-ABE encryp-
tion scheme suitable for manufacturing environments. For
this purpose, we have used ETSI’s CCA Secure CP-ABE
scheme, which fulfils many of the industrial requirements
identified. Furthermore, we present a modification to that

scheme that allows policies to be defined in layers, achieving
easy update and revocation. The proposed Multi-Layered CP-
ABE gives the possibility of revoking or updating policies
with no need for a full ciphertext reencryption or symmetric
key regeneration. We consider different layer and attribute
combinations and present a possible industrial scenario. In the
potential industrial scenario, we also analyse the roles each
entity should play in communication. As a result, by using
our scheme middleboxes have no access to the plaintext, true
E2E security is achieved, and ABE flexibility in response to
changes is increased. Moreover, since middleboxes perform
policy updates, interactions with data owners are avoided.
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